GREASE INTERCEPTOR
TESTING AND CERTIFICATION
Fats, oils and grease (FOG) from restaurants
and commercial kitchens create serious
problems for municipal sewer systems.
As a streamlined solution, NSF International provides global testing and certification of grease interceptors.
Our cutting-edge accredited laboratory is staffed with engineers and technicians who specialize in testing and
certification of these units and are available to answer any additional questions you may have.
Q: Which standards does NSF test to?
A: We offer testing and certification to the following standards and codes:
>> ASME A112.14.3
>> ASME A112.14.4
>> CSA B481
>> PDI-G101
>> UPC
>> IAPMO/ANSI Z1001
Q. What capacity/GPM rating does NSF International certify to?

A: NSF International is able to test hydromechanical grease interceptors up to 150 gpm.
Q: How long does testing take?
A: We offer a 30-day turnaround time from sample arrival to issuing an official test report.
Q: Does NSF offer witness testing?
A: Yes, we have the ability to send an engineer to facilities for testing on-site.
Upon completion of testing, an official test report is generated within 10 business days.

GREASE INTERCEPTOR
TESTING AND CERTIFICATION
Q: What are the steps to certification?
A: There are seven simple steps to certification:

Q: Why should I choose NSF to certify
my grease interceptor?
A: NSF is the most recognized mark in restaurant

01

Client submits application.

02

Client provides requested
information on product to be
certified (e.g. engineering
drawings, bill of materials, etc.).

03

NSF reviews product information.

04

NSF performs audit
and sample collection.

05

NSF conducts testing
and product evaluation.

06

NSF reviews test results
for compliance.

07

Client receives
product certification.

equipment certification and has been involved in
the restaurant industry since 1944. Our program
has been designed to offer manufacturers a single
point of contact for all testing and certification
needs. By combining testing and certification,
manufacturers receive discounts on both services.
By working with NSF there is no need to pay for
any certification from another certification body.
All of your units can be certified for one flat fee.

DID YOU KNOW?
Use of the NSF mark, or claims of NSF
certification or listing, are opportunities
exclusive to only those companies
certified by NSF International.

NSF INTERNATIONAL
www.nsf.org | americas@nsf.org | europe@nsf.org | middleeast@nsf.org | asia@nsf.org

Use of NSF consulting services or attending NSF training sessions does not provide an
advantage, nor is it linked in any way to the granting of certification.
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